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Abstract

The occurrence of Jovian decametric emission (DAM) is sporadic as observed from ground-based instruments. When the timing

intervals of observed occurrences of Jovian DAM are compared to all periods when Jupiter was observable, a set of Jovian DAM

emission occurrence probabilities can be created. These probabilities are usefully plotted as a function of Jovian system III

(magnetospheric) central meridian longitude (CML-III) and Io’s phase measured from superior geocentric conjunction (SGC),

producing a CML-Io phase plane. It has been known since 1964 that Jovian DAM tends to have higher occurrence probabilities

in different regions of the CML-Io phase plane, leading to the identification of different Io-related and non-Io-related DAM

components. AJ4CO Observatory, located in High Springs, Florida, USA, has been observing Jupiter when it is within ˜4.5

hours of transit since October, 2013. The primary instrument used for observing Jovian DAM is a swept-frequency (16 to

32 MHz) dual polarization spectrograph fed by an eight-element phased array of terminated folded dipoles. A high-speed

digital spectrograph with a tunable 2 MHz bandwidth was also used from 2013 to 2016 to observe emission at higher time

resolution. We analyze the dynamic spectra of Jovian DAM observed at AJ4CO Observatory from 2013 through 2020 to

measure emission timing intervals and classify the emission into four types: L (for wideband L bursts), S (for wideband S

bursts), N (for narrowband continuous emission), and T (for narrowband trains of S bursts). For this presentation, we show

CML-Io phase plane probabilities categorized by radio frequency, polarization, emission type, and emission arc shape. We

show how the various high-probability DAM regions within the phase plane change with each parameter and with various

combinations of parameters. We present updated definitions of the DAM component phase plane boundaries and discuss how

the DAM components appearing in various parts of the CML-Io phase plane may differ from one another.
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Figure 4 – The CML-Io phase plane probabilities resulting from analysis of 
all emission events present in seven years of AJ4CO data. Note that the 
horizontal axis has been shifted by 45° to minimize the amount of high-
probability area crossing the plot boundaries.

The probabilities of each polarization are markedly different. We found it 
useful to separate the probabilities by polarization, as shown in Figure 5, 
in all further analysis.

Figure 5 – The CML-Io phase plane probabilities from Figure 3 separated 
into left circular and right circular polarizations (LCP and RCP). Maximum 
probability for LCP and RCP is 54%. In this plot, solid contours represent 
odd integral multiples of probability standard deviation (σ) and dashed 
contours represent even multiples. σLCP = 4.8% and σRCP = 6.7%, equiva-
lent to 8.9% and 12% of maximum probability respectively. 

Analysis of Figure 5 determines the 1σ probability extents on the CML-Io 
phase plane as outlined in Table 1.  We note that the Io-D zone extends 
30° lower in Io Phase than previously reported (Carr, 1983; Garcia, 1996; 
Marques, 2017).

Table 1 – Extents of the Io controlled emission 1σ probability zones on 
the CML Io phase plane.  The division between Io-A and Io-A’ does not 
decrease below 1σ, but is plainly visible at Io phase 195°. *The Io-B’ zone 
appears not as a difference in emission probability, but as a difference in 
emission type. Here we use the 2σ contour (to account for reduced maxi-
mum probability) shown in the RCP narrow band phase plane in Figure 7.

We analyzed subsets of the data to produce probability phase plane plots 
by frequency, emission type, and envelope drift direction. While the 
number of permutations is too large to permit reproduction here, a sam-
ple of the plots with the most interesting results are shown.

Analysis of Figure 6 determines the extents of the non-Io-controlled 
emission (occurrence limits only) as outlined in Table 2.

Table 2 – Extents of the occurrence of non-Io-controlled emission.

Figure 6 shows how the phase plane probabilities change with frequen-
cy drift or arc shape.  The combination of polarization and emission arc 
shape or drift direction are unique to each phase plane zone and can 
serve to define the zones as in Table 3.

Table 3 – Phase plane high probability zone emission characteristics.

Dynamic Spectra

We analyzed the dynamic spectra of Jovian DAM observed at AJ4CO Ob-
servatory from 2013 through 2020 to measure emission timing intervals 
and classify the emission into four types: L (for wideband L bursts), S (for 
wideband S bursts), N (for narrowband continuous emission), and T (for 
narrowband trains of S bursts).  We also classified each emission event 
by dominant polarization and emission envelope arc shape or frequency 
drift direction.

Figure 1 – Example dynamic spectra of different types of Jovian DAM. 
Time UTC on horizontal axis; radio frequency in MHz on vertical axis; am-
plitude represented by color.  a) L bursts, b) S bursts (150 ms resolution), 
c) S bursts (205 μs resolution), d) N event (150 ms resolution), e) N event 
(205 μs resolution), f) Narrow band S burst train (205 μs resolution), g) 
vertex early arcs, h) downward frequency drift emission envelope.
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Introduction

The occurrence of Jovian decametric emission (DAM) is sporadic as ob-
served from ground-based instruments. When the timing intervals of 
observed occurrences of Jovian DAM are compared to all periods when 
Jupiter was observable, a set of Jovian DAM emission occurrence prob-
abilities can be created. These probabilities are usefully plotted as a func-
tion of Jovian system III (magnetospheric) central meridian longitude 
(CML-III) and Io’s phase measured from superior geocentric conjunction 
(SGC), producing a CML-Io phase plane. Bigg showed in 1964 that Jovian 
DAM tends to have higher occurrence probabilities in different regions of 
the CML-Io phase plane, leading to the identification of different Io-relat-
ed and non-Io-related DAM components. These probabilities assist deter-
mination of the rotation rate of Jupiter’s core and aid the development of 
theories about how and why Jovian DAM is radiated. 

Phase Plane Representation of Planetary Geometry

Figure 2 – Geometric relationship between Earth, Io, Jupiter, and Io 
phase relative to superior geocentric conjunction (Io SGC). Io phase in-
creases as Io orbits past SGC where Io phase = 0°. Jupiter’s System III cen-
tral meridian longitude (CML-III) is Earth’s Jovian longitude with respect 
to the Jovian magnetic field. CML-III increases as Jupiter rotates.  CML-
III = 0° (i.e., the Jovian magnetosphere’s prime meridian) does not cor-
respond with any particular feature of the magnetic field (Seidelmann, 
1977; Archinal, 2011). Jovian DAM is observed much more often for sev-
eral unique combinations of CML-III and Io Phase. For any observation 
of Jovian DAM, the emission event can be plotted against CML-III and Io 
phase to generate a track as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – An instance of observed Jovian DAM plotted on the CML-Io 
phase plane.  This plane is a mathematical construct.  It does not repre-
sent any physical feature of Jupiter or the Jovian magnetic field. The track 
plotted represents the duration over which Jovian DAM was observed.
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Instrumentation

AJ4CO Observatory, located in High Springs, Florida, USA, has been ob-
serving Jupiter when its elevation is ≥ 10° since October, 2013.  The pri-
mary instrument used for observing Jovian DAM is a swept-frequency 
(16 to 32 MHz) dual polarization spectrograph fed by an eight-element 
phased array of terminated folded dipoles. A high-speed digital spectro-
graph with a tunable 2 MHz bandwidth was also used from 2013 to 2016 
to observe emission at higher time resolution.
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Methodology

We observed the radio spectrum from 16 to 32 MHz for seven years (26 
Sep 2013 to 26 Sep 2020) with an observatory uptime of 98%. Each 24-
hour dynamic spectrum was analyzed for presence of Jovian DAM during 
the period when Jupiter’s elevation was ≥ 10°. All observed Jovian DAM 
emission event dynamic spectra were then analyzed for timing every two 
MHz over the observed frequency range. Each emission event at each 
frequency analyzed was logged with the associated telescope and emis-
sion parameters. Emission parameters included radio frequency, start 
and stop times, polarization, burst type, and envelope arc shape or fre-
quency drift direction.  The log entries were then processed to add eph-
emerides from JPL Horizons including CML-III and Io phase (Giorgini).

Phase plane tracks (ref. Fig. 3) from all observed emission events (Jovian 
DAM “occurrences”) were then summed in 5° by 5° bins to produce a 72 
by 72 element matrix of emission occurrence counts.

Similarly, phase plane tracks representing the times when Jupiter was 
being observed (Jupiter “watches,” the times when the observatory was 
operational and Jupiter was above 10° elevation) – regardless of whether 
any Jovian DAM emission was observed – were also summed and binned.

The emission event occurrence bins matrix was then divided by the 
watch bins matrix in element-by-element fashion (Hadamard division) to 
produce a matrix of CML-Io phase plane of emission probabilities which 
was then plotted as shown in Figure 4.
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Phase Plane Zone CML Range (°) Io Phase Range (°)
Io-A 180 – 280 160 – 265
Io-A´ 195 – 255 160 – 195
Io-A´ˊ 305 – 335 215 – 245
Io-B 70 – 210 50 – 120
Io-B’   100 – 175 *  65 – 95 *
Io-C 255 – 55 210 – 265
Io-D 5 – 270 65 – 125

Figure 6 – The CML-Io phase plane by emission envelope frequency drift. 
Top, vertex early arcs and upward drift; bottom, vertex late arcs and 
downward drift.

Figure 7 – The CML-Io phase plane by emission bandwidth. Top, wide-
band emission ( L and S bursting); bottom, narrow band emission (N 
events and narrow band trains of S bursts). The Io-B’ zone (RCP narrow 
band) is clearly differentiated from Io-B (RCP wideband).

Io-B’

Phase Plane Zone Polarization Arc Shape / Envelope Freq. Drift
Io-A / A’ / A’’ RCP Vertex Late / Downward

Io-B / B´ RCP Vertex Early / Upward
Io-C LCP Vertex Late / Downward
Io-D LCP Vertex Early / Upward
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Figure 8 – The CML-Io phase plane by emission radio frequency. The high 
probability regions decrease in area as radio frequency increases because 
Jovian DAM in the frequncy range being studied (16 to 32 MHz) becomes 
weaker and occurs less frequently as radio frequency increases.

Phase Plane Zone CML Range (°)
non-Io-A 200 – 350
non-Io-A’ 290 – 350
non-Io-B 55 – 275
non-Io-C 210 – 40
non-Io-D 70 – 20

Conclusion

Analysis of seven years of Jovian DAM dynamic spectral data recorded by 
AJ4CO Observatory produces CML-Io phase plane probabilities in good 
agreement with published values with one exception: we find the Io-D 
zone extends 30° lower in Io phase than previously reported.
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